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The month-to-month measures are so greatly affected by irregular
movements in the prices of individual commodities that their use-
fulness appears to be limited.Indexes of displacement over twelve-
month intervals are free from this defect, and provide the most
satisfactory measures of changes in the internal relations among
commodity prices.
VI On the Characteristics of the Population of Prices
1.THE DESCRIPTION OF POPULATIONS IN TERMS OF GRouP
CHARACTERISTICS: CRITERIA OF CURVE TYPE
In describing the behavior of commodity prices in combination
in the preceding sections of this chapter we have dealt with two
aspects of frequency distributions of price relatives, the central
tendency and the dispersion, and have in addition sought to measure
shifts in the relative positions of price relatives. We come now to
certain other group measures, the explanation of which calls for a
brief general account of methods of describing the attributes of
populations.
We were concerned, in the first chapter, with the measurement
of certain characteristics of individual prices.Our interest now is
in the characteristics of populations of prices.The difference in
viewpoint is a fairly obvious one, yet one which must be stressed.
The entity to be described is• no longer an individual but a group,
and the group has attributes of an order quite different from those
of individuals. Measures of group characteristics are of two classes,
those which define the type of population to which the group
belongs, and those which describe attributes which are unrelated to
type.In the second class are two measures which have been pre-
viously dealt with, measures of central tendency and dispersion.
These describe important characteristics of frequency distributions,
but characteristics in respect to which populations may differ
materially while still being of the same common type.Thus a
group of men might differ materially from a group of women in
mean height and in the degree of variation from the mean, yet
the populations of which the two groups were samples might both
be of the normal (1. e. Gaussian) type in respect to height.
Differences in population type possess a degree of significance
not yet fully determined, but certain matters connected with this
subject are of immediate interest to the student of prices.In tie-
fining such types, when the populations are represented by frequency312 THE BEHAVIOR OF PRICES
distributions, an obvious starting point is furnished by the normal
distribution.The forces which produce this type of distribution
are in some degree understood, and its basic attributes have been
described.But this is by no means the only form which frequency
statistics take. A number of variant types have been defined, by
the use of different methods.In the present study we shall make
use of the methods developed by Karl Pearson, and shall employ the
criteria of curve type which he designates and 132.'These
criteria indicate whether a given distribution is of the normal type
or of some one of the chief variant types in the Pearsonian family.
In defining the distribution type, the criteria yield useful informa-
tion concerning the population from which the group is drawn.
These criteria furnish the units in which Figures 42, 43, 47 and
48 are scaled, and they may be most readily interpreted in connec-
tion with these charts. The values ofand 132,* in a specific case,
locate a single point, and it is the position of this point which is of
importance in studying the characteristics of a given population.
If a distribution is of the normal type the values of the criteria 13'
and f3gare0 and 3, respectively. A single point on the chart,
marked G (Gaussian), represents the normal type. Any deviation
from these values indicates some degree of departure from the
normal distribution.2There is, it is obvious, an infinite number of
points representing non-Gaussian distributions.In the first place,
therefore, the chart affords a proper perspective in viewing the
relation between the normal type of distribution and other types.
If a given distribution is not symmetrical the value of 13, will
be other zero, the sign indicating whether the skewness is
positive or negative.If a given distribution is more peaked than a
normal distribution with the same standard deviation the value of
/32 will be greater than 3,, while if the distribution is less peaked than
the normal 132willbe less than 3.There are thus two main lines of
departure from the normal type, departures in the matter of skew-
ness and in the matter of peakedness (kurtosis). A given distribution
'Pt and P2 arederivedfrom the second, third and fourth moments about the mean.
The formulas are given above, on p. 229.
*These two criteria are positive, by construction, but in the several charts shown in
this sectionhas been given the sign of the skewness.In preparing these charts the
familiar model has been modified to facilitate the following of chronological changes in
the form of price distributions. A left half, which is symmetrical with the right hail as
desigiied by Pearson and Rhind, has been added. The axis representing symmetrical
distributions thus stands at the center of the chart instead of at the left, as in Rhind's
diagram.
2A departure within certain limits may, of course, be due to errors of sampling.MEASUREMENT OF PRICE INSTABILITY 313
may depart from the normal type in either of these respects, or in
both.
A more realistic impression of the significance of changes in
these criteria may be gained by an inspection of the various charts
inthe present volume which portrayfrequency distributions
secured in practice.Distributions of the normal type and a variety
of divergent forms may be found among those pictured in Figure 21
and in the charts in Chapter IV. A general survey of these graphs
will afford concrete evidence of the differences between populations
in respect to those group characteristics which are our present
concern.
§ Types of Frequency Distributions
The various distribution types defined by the criteriaand /32have
been classified under several heads.'Symmetrical distributions, re-
presented by points on the central axis of the cha.rt, are of three general
types. These include a symmetrical, flat-topped curve=0,/32<3),
marked as Type 112, a symmetrical curve more peaked than the normal
(/3,= 0,/32>3),markedas Type VII, and the normal or Gaussian curve
=0,=3),represented by the point G on the chart.There may
be, of course, an infinite number of such symmetrical distributions.
The classification of skew curves is somewhat more elaborate.The
three main classes, I, IV, and VI, shade off into each other, the points
and lines of transition representing distinct types.The two most im-
portant of these transition forms are those of Type III and Type V.
The first of these is represented by points on the line marking the bound-
ary between curves of Type I and Type VI. Type V is a transition form
between Types VI and IV.In addition to these transition types the
three important sub-divisions of Type I should be recognized. These
areJ1, or J-shaped curves, and U1 or U-shaped curves.(For high
values of /3,andthe field of the J-curves includes curves of Type III
and VI.)
Although the area representing Types I, IV and VI covers all the
space within which possible values of /3'. and /32willfall, Pearson's system
of frequency curves may be applied only within part of this field.The
limit of the area within which Pearson's curves may be fitted is marked
by the line 8/32 —15/3k—36.Areas marked IV and VI (as well as the
lines for curves of Types V and VII) extend below this critical line, but
distributions represented by points below this line are classed as hetero-
'For a detailed description of these types Pearson's original memoirs should he con-
sulted.The latest and most elaborate classification appears in "Mathematical Contri-
butions to the Theory of Evolution.Second Supplement to a Memoir on Skew Varia-'
tion," Phil. Tran$. Society of London, Vol. 216A (1915-16).' This classification
includes a number of transition frequency types not mentioned in the present brief dis-
cussion of these curves.
2Values of lessthan 1 .8being zero) define a symmetrical U-shaped curve,
classed as a subdivision of Type II.314 THEBEHAVIOROF PRICES
typic.Heterotypic distributions cannot be described by any of Pearson's
curve types, as derived by integration from his fundamental differential
equation in its original form.'The reason for the existence of this
heterotypic area is found in the high probable errors of the higher moments
of frequency distributions.For distributions represented by points in
the heterotypic area the eighth moment is infinitely large.(This is true,
it should be noted, of the ideal distribution of which the actual distribu-
tionassumed to be a sample.The eighth moment of the actual dis-
tribution would, of course, be finite.)The eighth moment enters into
the probable error of the fourth moment and the probable error of $2,
hence an infinite eighth moment would render the probable errors of
these quantities infinitely large.Thus if a sample distribution is repre-
sented by a point in the heterotypic area, we have no surety that if a
second sample were taken from the same population approximately the
same value ofwould be secured. A second sample might yield a dis-
tribution widely different in all its essential characteristics.
The characteristics of the chief curve types may be noted.Type I
is a skew curve of limited range in both directions; Type VI is a
skew curve of limited range in one direction and of unlimited range in
the other; Type IV is a skew curve of unlimited range in both direc-
tions. Types III and V have the characteristics of Type VI in respect to
skewness and range.Of the symmetrical types, the normal curve and
curves of Type VII are characterized by unlimited range in both direc-
tions, while Type II is of limited range in both directions.
The different subdivisions of Type I are of interest in the present
study, because a number of price distributions exemplify each of these
sub-types.Curves of Typeare unimodal curves of the common pat-
tern.J-curves have no true mode, distinct from the asymptote.For
such distributions the measure of skewness (which is the ratio to the
standard deviation of the distance from mean to mode) loses its cus-
tomary meaning, and is not comparable to measures of skewness relating
to modal curvel.For curves of the U-type the value corresponding to
the mode is the anti-mode, and the skewness is the ratio to the standard
deviation of the distance between mean and anti-mode.
Reference to Figure 42 may make this argument clearer.There
have been plotted on this chart points representing a variety of
distribution types.2This diagram will illustrate the subject at
'This equation is
idy x-a
ydxCo+C1X+CsX2
Pearson has suggested modifications of this basic equation from which might be
derived equations appropriate to heterotypic distributions. He states that the theory
of curves of this type has not been published because of his failure to find any definitely
homogeneous data by which it could be effectively illustrated.(See Phil. Trans. Royal
Society of London, Vol. 216A, p. 430.)
2The distributions are listed below in three main classes.In recording the criteria
of curve type p, has been given the sign of the skewness.
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under discussion and will serve, also, as a basis for
parison when the distributions of measures relating to commodity
prices are discussed.
TYPEs
Phil. Trans. Royal Soc.,
Vol. 186-A
Pearson's Tables for
ticians and BiometriGians
Biomelriko, Vol. I
Phil. Trans. Royal .Soc.
Vol. 186-A
Phil. Trans. Royal Soc.
Vol. 186-A
Heights of recruits
Li. S. Army
Percentage of black in skin
color of white and negro
crosses
Naqada skulls
Length, male
female
Breadth, male
female
Cephalic index
male
female
Head breadth of criminals
Height of criminals
Brain weights
Swede, male
female
Hessian,male
female
Bohemian, male
female
Bavarian. male,
female
Bavarian, young female
Heights of St. Louis school
children aged 8
Cephalic index of Bavarian
skulls
Distribulions of vital statistics
Frequency Curves and Cor-
relation
Medical Biometry and
Statistics
2162 Females classified ac-
cording to age at death
Marriage rates of spinsters,
classified by age
Endowment insurance re-
serves, grouped according
to ages of insured
Infant mortality rates
Cities over
25,000 1915
1916
1917
1918
Cities under
25,000 1915
1916
1917
1918
Rural coun-
ties, total
1915
1916
1917
1918
Rural
counties,
white1917
1918
Rural coun-
ties, colored 1918
.6783
—.0046
.0139
.0824
0002
.0185
.0260
—.0104
—.0026
3.1454
3.2440
4. 1274
3 .2706
3.4194
3. 7246
4.6218
6.2116
5.1995
3.3623
5.3916
4.2810
5.8472
3.9986
7.2386
(Footnote concluded on next page.)
present corn-
Authority
I
Reference Distribution of
Distributions of anthropometrical data
—.0058
Biometrika, Vol. 1
Biometrika, Vol. IV.
Baxter-Pearson
Davenport, C. B.
Fawcett, C. D..
MacDonell, W. R.
Pearl, R.
Porter-Pearson
Ranke-Pearson
Elderton, W. P.
Pearl, R.
3.0248
3. 7342
2.6560
3.1054
3.3642
2.5984
2.5114
2 .9322
3.0326
3. 1751
2.7964
3. 1031
3.3682
2.8372
3.1396
2.8671
3.3026
3.5408
4.0820
3.2350
3.6496
3.9961
4. 7813
2.9210
.0287
.0508
.1312
.0092
1623
.0130
.0528
.0124
.2462
—.0124
.0079
.4950
1. 5572
.0000
.2 723
—.0307
.4033
.3168
.1804
.2760
1.0243
1, 8302
.8579
.3789
.7939
.7391
.4937
• 4444
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FIGURE 42
POPULATION TYPES.
DiagramShowing the
l0
Location of Points
of Distributions.
Scaie of p,
+1.0 +ao
a Distributions ol vitAl statstics
4 Miscellaneous distributions
Thereis a clear tendency for these points to cluster about the
POPULATIOM TYPES (Cont.)
Authority
I
Reference
I Distributionof
Miscellaneousdistributions
Fisher, R. A. Statistical Methods for
ResearchWorkers
Yearly rainfall at
Rothansted . 2430 2. 710
Maynard Biometrika, Vol. III Number of bands on cap-
sules of Shirley poppies .0196 3.308
Mills, F. C. Statistical Methods Telephone subscribers
classified by calls peryear .01533.2007
London-N. V. exchange
rates .07322.3692
Pearl, it Biometrika. Vol. V Length of ChÜomonas
paramecium
Series A
Series B
Breadth of ChÜomonas
paramecium
SeriesA
Series B
.0000
.0311
.0011
.1852
2.5657
3.1950
3.1332
3.8831
Surface, Frank M. Biometrika, Vol. III Size of litters Poland
China sows
Sizeoflitters Duroc Jersey
sows
.0284
.0167
3.3622
3.3422
Venn-Pearson Phil. Trans. Royal Soc.
Vol. 186-A
Barometric heights .24403.1739
Weldon-Pearson Phil. Trans. Royal Soc.
Vol. 186-A
Right antero-lateral margin
of female Naples crabs .02673.1128
-l.a
Representing
0
N
0
Oi
4
U
I),
Various Types
n
0
-U,
N
o Distributions of arithropometric statistics
l0
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normal distribution.Yet there are pronounced departures from
this Gaussian point, departures which, in the present case, are
mostly in the direction of positive skewness. The points represent-
ing anthropometric distributions are, as a group, concentrated most
closely about the Gaussian point.Distributions of infant mortality
rates shows the widest departures from that point.
It is to be noted that, while there is some variation between the
secured from different samples relating to a given charac-
teristic (such as brain weights), the range of variation is small for
most of the groups here represented.There is one rather con-
spicuous exception to this rule. The criteria of curve type vary
materially for different samples of infant mortality rates. Reference
to the footnote describing the distributions will show that there
were marked differences between the populations from which the
various infant mortality samples are drawn, a fact which undoubted-
ly accounts for a large part of the variation observed.
The criteriaand 132 sum up all the mai.n characteristics of a
frequency distribution, other than those defined by the measures
of central tendency and dispersion.Specifically, information as to
the following features of a distribution is given by these criteria:
a.The direction and degree ofskewness.Any departure
from symmetry is shown by a movement of the Beta pointl
away from the central axis at which the value of j3i is zero.
If the skewness is positive the point will lie to the right of
the axis of symmetry, if negative, to the left of that axis, as
it appears in these charts.
b.The shape of the distribution in respect to kurtosis.If
the concentration at the central value is greater than would
be found in a normal distribution having the same standard
deviation as the distribution in question (i. e. if the distribu-
tion is more peaked than the normal) the point will lie below a
horizontal line passing through the axis of symmetry at the
point /32 =3.If the distribution is less peaked than the nor-
mal the point relating to it will lie above this line.
c.The "ideal" frequency type to which the distribution corres-
ponds. The most important of these types have been dis-
cussed above.
'The term Belapoint hasbeen used for convenience in referring to anypoint
the coordinates of which are defined by values ofand f32.318 THE BEHAVIOR OF PRICES
There is a further type of information which these criteria may
yield, though the present state of our knowledge on the subject to
be discussed will hardly justify broad generalizations or unqualified
conclusions.This information relates to the inherent stability of
given distributions, and of the populations from which they are
drawn.
Reference was made in an earlier section to the problem of price
stability.External stability, or stability of the price level, was
distinguished from internal stability.The latter term was used to
describe stability of established relationships between individual
prices and groups of prices. We are now dealing with a third (not
unrelated) type of stability, the inherent stability of frequency
distributions of price relatives.
What meaning can we attach to the term "stable frequency
distribution"? Any frequency distribution represents the resultant
of a number of separate forces.In the absence of correlation be-
tween the agencies at work, and assuming that there are so many
forces in operation that no one force exerts a preponderant influence
upon the data classified, something approaching stable equilibrium
will be secured in the frequency distribution.In the perfect ex-
ample, when positive and negative deviations are equally likely to
occur, and when the distribution follows that curiously universal
pattern first traced by Laplace and Gauss, a condition of true
stability has been attained.. The forces tending to produce values
above the mean are precisely balanced by forces pulling in the
other direction.So fine is the balancing of diverse forces that,
knowing the normal law of error to be in operation, it is possible to
foretell, within limits capable of precise evalution, the exact pro-
portion of, observations which will depart by given amounts from
the mean value.Under these conditions, says Pearson,"..thereis
production and destruction impartially around the mean."
A stable frequency distribution may be thought of, then, as one
which embodies the balanced condition reflected in most perfect
form in the normal curve.There is variation, but the forces of
disruption are held in check by cohesive agencies. The population
from which the distribution in question is drawn is not subject to
"sp?rt" types departing from the norm by amounts which areex-
cessive, in terms of the standard deviation of that population.
Sporadic variation plays, in perfect balance, within assignable
limits.Stability of type is generated by the balance of forces re-
sponsible for individual variation.In this sense, then, stability is aMEASUREMENT OF PRICE INSTABILITY 319
group characteristic.Frequency distributions constructed from
measurements of those biological characteristics which are most
stable (e.g., stature, skull dimensions, brain weight) are of this
normal type, or approximate it closely.Unstable organisms may
be expected to yield distributions departing materially from the
normal type, these departures representing break-downs, "sports,"
and erratic individual variations.
If a distribution of the normal type represents a condition of
stable equilibrium,it may be assumed that departures from
that type indicate the presence of some unstable element or
elements.. Yet all departures are not of equal significance.The
Gaussian distribution is secured, Pearson has pointed out, when
each contributory cause group is independent and when (ifthe
number of groups be not very large) each cause group is of equal
valency and contributes with equal frequency results in excess and
defect of its mean contribution. The conditions which yield a Type
III distribution are closest to those which give rise to the Gaussian
type. The contributory cause groups are of equal valency and are
independent, as for the Gaussian type, but Type III differs from the
Gaussian in that each cause group does not necessarily contribute
with equal frequency results in excess and defect of its mean con-
tribution.Type III corresponds to the skew binomial.'In em-
ploying the fundamental differential equation used in deriving the
other curve types in Pearson's system it is not necessary to assume
the independence or equal valency of the cause groups, nor the
equality of contributions above and below the mean.
In studying the characteristics of frequency distributionsof
price relatives it will be of interest to observe the degree of departure
of given distributions from the normal type and from Type III,
considering these to be representative of more stable populations
than the other frequency types in the Pearsonian system.2
1See Pearson, Tables for Statisticians and Biometricians, p. lxi, and Pearson, "Skew
Variation in Homogeneous Material," Phil. Trans. of the Royal Society,Vol. 186 A,
pp. 356-360,381.See also, Reiley, Truman L., Statistical Method, p. 148, for a comment
on the point in question.
2This subject of the relation between curve type and stability of populations has
been discussed in a very illuminating fsshion by Truman L. Kelley (Statistical Method,
pp. 138-150).In the course of this discussion Kelley emphasizes certain distinctive
characteristics of the distribution types which have been mentioned above as being
most stable.Type [H distributions, he shows, are the only ones which do not possess
certain infinite positive moments (i. e. moments which become infinite for a fitted curve).
Just as these Type III distributions are unique, in that all their positive moments are
flmte, so distributions of Type V are unique, in possessing finite negative moments.
The lines representing Type III and Type V distributions meet, it may be observed, at
the Gaussian point (see Figure 42).From which facts Kelley draws the conclusion:320 THE BEHAVIOR OF PRICES
Statements in the preceding paragraphs suggest some of the
causes of instability of type, as that phrase is used in the present
discussion.Unstable elements may be present when essentially
homogeneous data are subject to the interaction of factors too
limited in number or of such marked inequality that certain forces
exert a preponderant influence.Again, correlation between the
factors affecting the quantities measured tends to destroy the
balance characteristic of stability.Probably the most important
of the conditions which give rise to departures from Type III, as
well as from the normal type, is this factor of dependence of the con-
tributory causes or, in Kelley's phrase, of "uncompensated cor-
relation between cause groups.
In addition to that type of instability which is evidenced by
"skew variation in homogeneous material" we may have the insta-
bility which is found when the data classified consist of a mixture
of heterogeneous materials.In this case the groups which are
mixed may be subject, in their variation, to essentially different
forces, a fact which would ordinarily giverise todistribution
types departing materially from the normal.' In the study and com-
parison of price groups at a later point in the present investigation
(to be discussed in a later volume) we shall return to the subject
of heterogeneity of populations, and shall discuss methods of testing
for heterogeneity.
As distributions depart from the normal type there is always
some loss in both the significance and the reliability of the statistical
measures descriptive of the populations represented.They lose in
significance because there is not the clear central tendency and the
uniform deviation from the central tendency which may be most
accurately described. They lose in reliability because of an increase
in the sampling errors to which all statistical measures are subject.
As the degree of departure from the stable Gaussian type and
Type III increases, the tendency toward a breakdown of the dis-
tribution type increases.The statistical evidence of this tendency
"If finite positive moments are of most importance 111 is the most stable of all
the types; however, should finite negative moments be of greater importance than
positive, Type V would be the most stable; and if the possession of both finite positive
and negative moments is material then the normal distribution is the most stable curve
within all the types." (p. 143).
'This is not necessarily true, for a heterogeneous distribution might take the Gaus-
sian form.In an early article in Bümetrika ("Das Fehlergesetz mid seine Verailge-
meinerungen durch Fechner und Pearson," A Rejoinder. Biometrika, Vol. IV) Pearson
effectively demonstrated that correspondence of a distribution to the Gaussian type is
not necessarily evidence of homogeneity, and that departure from the normal type is
not evidence of heterogeneity.MEASUREMENT OF PRICE INSTABILITY 321
is found in the magnitude of the sampling errors, which may become
so large that there can be no confidence that a second sample from
a given population will yield a distribution of the same type as the
first sample.
§Criteria of Instability
Somewhat more specific information concerning instability of type
is afforded by two of the criteria Pearson has employed in defining his
basic frequency types. These are the measures represented by the symbols
'ciandr.Thecriterionisderived from the following relationship:'
The type of information given bymaybe made clear by reference to
Figure 42.On this chart a line appears, representing the locus of the
points for which K10.This is identical with the line representing Type
III distributions.Ifispositive, in a given case, the Beta point falls
below this line, in the regions of Type IV, V and VI.Ifisnegative
the Beta point falls above this line, in the Type I area.The value of
Kiindicatesthe degree of departure of the given point from the line and,
correspondingly, the degree of departure of the given distribution from
Type III.
Some of the characteristics of Type III distributions have been noted
above, with particular reference to the problem of stability of type.On
the assumption that finite positive moments are of greatest importance
in the material with which we are at present dealing, the criterion
may serve as a measure of stability.A value of zero means perfect
stability, in that all positive moments are finite.As the value of
departsfrom zero the moments, beginning with tie highest, become
infinite.The greater the value of Kj,onthis assumption, the less stable
is the distribution.
In deriving the other criterion which concerns us here we set
Since the denominator of the right hand member of this equation is
toitis clear that randarerelated. When ic1 is equal to zero,
as it is for the normal curve and for distributions of Type III, rwillbe
to infinity.It descends from infinity, with positive values, below
Lthe Type III line, and descends, with negative values, above that line.
The numerator of the above fraction is necessarily positive, hence rwill
Igreeinsign with ,c1.But ryieldscertain additional information which
does not. On a preceding page reference has been made to the high
Drobable errors of the higher moments of frequency distributions.It
ias been pointed out that for distributions represented by points in the
ieterotypic area the eighth and all higher moments (of the ideal distribu-
'In this and similar equations which followistaken as positive.This measure is
)Ostive by construction, but in preparing the graphs pihasbeen arbitrarily given the
ign of the skewness.322 THE BEHAVIOR OF PRICES
tions represented by the sample) are infinitely large.The criterion r in
dicates the order of the moments which, in a given case, would be infinite
If r is equal to any value, m, then the moment of the order m + 1 woub
be infinite. Thus if r is equal to 7, the eighth and all higher moments ar
infinitely large for the ideal distribution of which the actual distributioi
a sample.TInder the conditions last named the value of asdeter
mined from the sample has an infinite probable error. We may, therefore
determine from the value of r i.n a given case whether a distribution i
heterotypic.rchis will be trite when r, being positive, is equal to or les
than 7.If r is equal to 3, the fourth and all higher moments are infinitel:
largeandthe value of fl4 for the ideal curve becomes infinite.If r has.
value between 0 end 1 the second moment and the standard deviatioi
become infinite.
Since r indicates the order of the moments which break down fo
specific distributions (i. e. become infinite for the corresponding ideal clis
tributions) it may appropriately be employed as a measure of stabilit:
of type, as that term is here used. The greater the value of r the highe
is the order of the moments which become infinite and the more stabi
are the distributions represented.As r approaches infinity the cor
responding distributions approach the normal type, or Type III.Thes
two types appear, as has been pointed out, when the causal factors ar
independent and when the cause groups are of equal valency.Th
lower the absolute value of r, whether the sign be positive or negative, th
lecs stable is the (1istnbution.'
One of the most important aspects of this problem of instabilit:
of distributions relates to the heterotypic area which is shown i
Figure 42, and to which reference has been made above. No pre
cise meaning has been given to the term heterotypic.Itis clea
that if a distribution falls in this area the probable errors of th
criteria of curve type are so great that there can be no confidenc
tliat other samples from the same population would yield result
within reasonable limits of those secured from the first samplc
But of what sort of distribution is this true? It has been suggeste
that a tendency toward bi-modality may account for th.e location c
a distribution in this area, but the results of the present study sup
port Truman Kelley's assertion that this is not necessarily true.I
is Kelley's contention that the location of a distribution in th
heterotypic area indicates the presence of essentially unstabi
elements, elements conducing to a breakdown of type.The hig
probable errors of the moments indicate not only the unreliabilit:
'The uses of r are discussed in the various references to Pearson which have bee
given above.Extensive use of this criterion has been made by It. A. Fisher in his rn
mow "On the Mathematical Foundations of Theoretical Statistics" (Phil. Trans. of
RoyalSociety,Vol. 222-A, 1921-22, pp.309-368).In defining the frequency types
the Pearsonian system Fisher employes a diagramatic method which is based pnmariJ
upon r, and which differs materially from the method represented by Figure 42.MEASUREMENT OF PRICE INSTABILITY 323
of sampling, but a tendency toward erratic and disruptive move•
ments on the part of individual members of the population.With
reference to animal organisms, we might say that it indicates the pos-
of thoroughly abnormal "sports" which would break coin-
pletely away from the prevailing type.It suggests that the pull
toward the center of gravity of the distribution may be so relaxed
that individual members of the population might break loose, as
planets might escape from a parent sun. This 'es, however, a field in
which the present state of our knowledge does not. justify any final
conclusions.It is certain that for distributions which fall in this
region the ordinary measures used in describing frequency distribu-
tions and in generalizing from them lose materially in reliability
and utility.And there are some reasons for thinking that this
failure of the orthodox type is due to elements of instability in the
populations from which given samples are drawn.'
2.CHARACTERISTICS OF FREQUENCY DI5mIBUTIoNs OF PRICE
RELATIVES
With the above considerations before us we may proceed to a
discussion of the attributes of the populatioli of prices.For the
present we are concerned with just one characteristic of commodity
prices—degree of change between specific dates, as measured by
link and fixed base relatives—and conclusions concerning the popu-
lation of prices are to be interpreted with this in mind.
In Tables XIX to XXVII, in the Appendix, are given the cr1-
teria of curve type and related measures descriptive of various
tributions of price relatives for the years from 1891 to 1926.In
order that chronological changes in the character of certain of these
distributions may be followed, the criteria j9, and /32 for two sets of
distributions (unweighted fixed base relatives in natural form and
A. Fisher has explained the failure of the orthodox types Nit hin the heterotypie
area as due to the inadequacy of the method of moments in estimating the parameters
)f populations from samples which are heterotypic (see Fisher, "On the Mathemat.ical
of Theoretical Statistics," p. 346).Pearson's system rests upon the
nethod of moments.Moreover Fisher contends, the inadec1uacy of the method of
noments is not to deafing with heterotypic distributions; tins method falls
of a perfect standard of efficiency in estimating the form of distributions of
)ther types, notably J-shaped distributions. The efficiency of the method of moments
s high, says Fisher, only in the neighborhood of the Gaussian point.
It is probably not necessary to set in opposition these two explanations of the
u.reof the Pearsonian frequency types as means of estimating the form of ideal curves
to certain distributions.It may be granted that the method of moments
oses in efficiency as it is applied to distributions departing materially from the normal
ype.Yet the departure of a given distribution from that type may still be taken to
that the population from which this sample was drawn is subject to the play of
uibalanced forces and coniains unstable elements.324 THE BEHAVIOR OF PRICES
weighted logarithms of link relatives) have been plotted in Figures
43 and 48.
The first point to be noted in an examination of these dia-
grams is the fact of extreme year-to-year changes indistribution
type. The population with which we are dealing is one which
changes its fundamental characteristics from year to year.No
such extreme differences are to be found between the results se-
cured from different samples of brain weights, infant mortality
rates, or skull dimensions, measures for which were presented
above. It may be, however, that we are not justi fled in thinking
of these results for different years as samplesfrom a single
population.Link relatives measuring the changes in individual
commodity prices between 1915 and 1916 reflect the play of a set of
forces quite different from those which influenced the link relatives
for 1921, on the 1920 base.If we are to think of price relatives as
constituting a population, we should perhaps view the relatives for
each year as a population by themselves. Whether the specific
changes from one year to the next possess economic significance is
discussed below.
The descriptive measures given in the Appendix tables permit
detailed study of the populations secured by combining price rela-
tives in different forms. Various distributions may be compared in
regard to stability of type, degree of skewness and dispersion, close-
ness of correspondence to the normal or any other ideal frequency
type, and in other respects. In such a study a three-fold comparison
is possible.
Distributions of the logarithms of price relatives may be com-
pared with distributions of price relatives in natural form.
Distributions of weighted price relatives may be compared
with distributions of unweighted relatives.
Distributions of fixed base relatives may be compared with
distributions of link relatives.
In each case, of course, the comparison involves distributions
differing in one characteristic only.Thus in comparing logarith-
mic and natural distributions the measures relating to unweighted
logarithms of link relatives for 1920 would be compared with similar
measures relating to unweighted link relatives in natural form for
1920.Measures of dispersion, and all other measures, were put on
comparable bases before the comparison was made.1
'In the case of measures of dispersion this was done by expressing .6745c, iiinaturai
numbers, as a percentage of the mean. This value was compared with the mdex of cbs
persion derived from logarithms.(The denvation of this index is explained on p. 257.,MEASUREMENT OF PRICE INSTABILITY 325
§Comparisons of Distributions of PriceRelatives
Arithmetic and Logarithmic Distributions
The first of these comparisons is permitted by the figures in the
table below.
TABLE lii
COMPARISON OF DlsTiuBtrrloNs OF LOGARITHMS OF PRICE RELATIVES ANI)
DISmIBuTI0NS OF PRICE RELATIVES IN NATURAL FonM
(Based upon prices during the period 1913-1926)
Characteristic No. of pairs of dis-
tributions
Result
compared
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Mean value
Dispersion
Skewness
Sign of skewness
Kurtosis
Location in respect
typic division
to hetero-
136
50
50
50
50
Logarithmic(geometric) m e a xi
necessa:rily smaller in all cases.
Log dispersion smaller 70 times.
Log skewness smaller 37 times.
Log skewness negative 26 times.
Natural skewness negative 6 times.
Log closer to normal 36 times.
Number of log distributions hetero-
typic: 30
Number of natural distributions
7.
8.
Stability (measured
Curve type'
by ici) 50
50
heterotypic: 21
Log more stable 34 times.
Logarithmic distributions:
Typel 3
Type IV 43
Type VI4
Natural distributions:
Typel 8
Type.IV 28
Type VI 14
1A number of the distribution8 classified in this table might have been placed among thetransition
types. if account were taken of the sampling errors towhich the criteriaandaresubject.In view of
the magnitude of thesesamplingerrorsforpoints near theheterotypiclimitandwithintheheterotypic
area. it has beenconsidered moresignificant togroupthe distributions into thethree mainclasses,and
their sub-classes,whichare definedbyareas, not by points or lines.
Of the8 naturaldistributions of Type I, 5 wereofthesub-typeIj; of the14of Type VI, 8 were of the
sub-typeVii.
01 the 3 logarithmic distributions of Type I, 1 was of the sub-type U; of the 4 of Type VI, 1 was of
the sub-type VIj.
(See p. 314 for a brief description of these curve types.)
Only 50 pairs of distributions are directly comparable in the matter of curve type. We have data,
however, relating to 96 logarithmic distributions (of which approximately two-thirds were based upon
link relatives) and 94 distributions of relatives in natural form (of which approximately two-thirds were
constructed from fixed base relatives).The comparison is not as trustworthy as that given in the table.
but it possesses significance, since no essential difference was found between fixed base and link relatives
in this regard.The classifications follow:
Curve type Number of logarithmic distributions
of given type
Number of natural distributions
of given type
I
IV
VI
8
85
3
11
62
21
One of the logarithmic distributions of Type I and one of the logarithmic distributions of Type VI
belonged to sub-groups of the Ij and Vu types, respectively.
Five of the natural distributions of Type I were of sub-type Ij, and 11 of the natural distributionsof
Type VI were of gub-type Vii.326 THE BEHAVIOR OF PRICES
The logarithmic and arithmetic measures of dispersion were com-
mented upon in -an earlier section.It was there pointed out that there
is no evidence of a consistent tendency for one to exceed or fall below the
other. When prices are seriously disturbed, however, as they were during
the war and immediate post-war years, the arithmetic standard deviation
is subject to extreme fluctuations.During the years 1915 to 1918 this
was particularly true of unweighted distributions of price relatives on a
fixed base. Though the logarithmic measures of dispersion were in many
cases greater than the corresponding natural measures, they never
the arithmetic measures by any considerable margin. During years when
price disturbances are less extreme there appears no tendency for the
logarithmic dispersion index to exceed or I all below the corresponding
arithmetic measure.
The logarithmic distributions tend, on the whole, to be more sym-
metrical than the arithmetic.Out of the 50 comparisons which were
possible, the measures of skewness of the logarithmic distributions were
smaller in 37 cases than the measures relating to corresponding arith-
metic distributions.This is due, of course, to the fact that the range of
positive deviations is much less in the logarithmic than in the natural
distributions.Price relatives in natural form are subject to extreme
positive deviations, since the upper limit of such a relative is infinity,
while the lower limit is zero.For the same reason we find that the
logarithmic distributions were negatively skewed 26 times out of 50
cases, while natural distributions were negatively skewed in only 6 out
of 50 cases.
The logarithmic distributions tend, also, to be less peaked than the
arithmetic.The general tendency of all distributions of price relatives
is to be more peaked than the normal, but this tendency is more pro-
nounced in the arithmetic type.
On a priori grounds (reasoning from the known characteristics of
price relatives in logarithmic and natural form in the matter of range)
one might expect Type IV, the skew, peaked curve with theoretically un-
limited range in both directions, to predominate among logarithmic dis-
tributions, and Type VI, which is skewed and peaked and which has a
theoretically unlimited range in only one direction, to predominate among
arithmetic distributions. In fact, both logarithmic and arithmetic distribu-
tions are preponderantly of Type IV, but the proportion of distributions
of this type is much greater among the logarithmic than among the
iixitlrmetic distributions.Among the arithmetic distributions Type VI
ranks next in importance to Type IV.Type I has 3 representatives
among the logarithmic distributions and 8 among the. natural.(The
count is based upon the distributions for the years 1914-1926.)
Several measures which serve as indexes of the inherent stability of
distribution types have been discussed above. Judged with reference
distance from the Type III line, which represents, presumably, the
most stable skew type, logarithmic distributionsof price relatives
appear to be more stable than natural distributions.In 34 out of 50
cases distributions based on logarithms deviate from this type by smallerMEASUREMENT OF PRICE INSTABILITY 327
amounts than the corresponding natural distributions.(The criterion
here employed is
Anothercomparison may be made, employing the criterion r,which
indicates the "break-down" point of different distributions.That is, it
indicates the order of moments which become infinite.The results of
the comparison, which is restricted to positive values of r,aresummarized
in the following table.The distributions here compared relate to the
period 1914-1926.
Range of positive values
of r
Number of distributions for which the values
of rfallwithin the stated limits'
7.00, or below
6.00, or below
5 00, or below
1.00, or below
Logarithmic Natural
30 out of 50 cases 21 out of 50 cases
17 out of 50 cases 15 out of 50 eases
13 out of 50 eases 10 out of .50 cases
I out of 50 cases 4 out of .50 cases
'The various sub-totals in this table are cumulative, hence the sum of the itemS in
each column is not necessarily equal to the total number of distributions (50) studied an
each case.Thus, for example, the 17 logarithmic distributions for which the value of
rwas 6,or below, are included in the 30 distributions for which the value of rwas7,
or below.The 20 logarithmic distributions and the 29 natural distributions for which.
value of rexceeded7 are not, of course, listed in the above table.
U rhasa value of 7 or less, it will be recalled, the eighth moment of
the ideal distribution corresponding to the sample is infinite, and the
Probable error of f32 is infinite.This marks the limit of the heterotypic
area.Ifrhasa value of 6, or less, even greater instability is indicated,
fot this means that the seventh and all moments are infinite.
Judging from all the entries but the last in the above table, logarith-
mic distributions appear to be less stable than natural distributions.
Thirty of the 50 logarithmic distributions are heterotypic, while only 21
of the corresponding 50 natural distributions fall in this region. last
entry in the table shows that 4 of the natural distributions and I )nga-
rjthmic distribution are characterized by infinite fifth moments.
The better showing of the natural distributions in this comparison
is not due to any tendency on their part to cluster about the normal
point, or about the stable Type III line, as was indicated by the values
of During times of extreme price, disturbance natural distributions,
particularly unweighted distributions, tend to deviate above the 'T'ype
III line, into the area of J-curves of Type I.This is the type of distribu-
tion followed by unweighted fixed base relatives in. natural form in 1915,
1916, 1917 and 1918, by unweighted link relatives in natural form in
1915, and by weighted link relatives in natural form in 1923.Judging
solely on the evidence of positive moments these are stable distributions,
and the measures describing them are valid.R. A. Fisher has shown,
however, that the efficiency of the method of moments in locating and
scaling such J-curves is very low.All J-curves fall beyond what Fisher
calls the "region of validity" of the first moment. The upper boundary328 THE BEHAVIOR OF PRICES
of the region of validity of the second moment is set by the line r =—4,a
line beyond which 5ofthe distributions of price relatives in natural
form fall.The means and standard deviations relating to these dis-
tributions are not characterized by the infinite probable errors which are
found when positive moments of a low order are infinite, but are equally
unacceptable because of their inadequacy as measures descriptive of the
population of prices.'Because of the existence of this upper boundary
to the efficiency of the statistics descriptive of the natural distributions,
it does not seem justifiable to conclude that the natural distributions are
preferable to the logarithmic because a smaller proportion of the natural
distributions fall in the heterotypic area.In fact, were one to base a
choice between the two upon the basis of the efficiency of the first and
second moments (1. e. of means and standard deviations) the logarithmic
distributions would be selected.For the proportion of logarithmic dis-
tributions falling within the region of validity of the first and second
moments is slightly greater than the proportion of natural distributions.
In a final comparison we may determine the number of logarithmic
and natural distributions which correspond in type to the normal curve
of error, noting at the same time the character of the deviation from the
normal type.The results appear in the following table.In preparing
this table the actual measures of skewness and kurtosis have been com-
pared with the standard errors of these measures for samples from normal
distributions.If a given measure of skewness or kurtosis differed from
the Gaussian value of 0 by less than 2.576 times its standard error, the
deviation was not considered significant. A greater deviation was taken
to mark a significant departure from the normal type.2 The distributions
here classified relate to the period 1914-1926.
Form ofNumber of distributions deviating from Number ofdistribu-
price normal type in respect to tionsconformingto
relatives normal type in respect
-skewness kurtosis skewnessto skewness and kur- Total
alone alone and tosis (within sampling
kurtosislimits indicated in the
text)
Natural 2 2 44 2 50
Logarithmic 1 8 38 3 50
Total 3 10 82 5 100
'Tius upper boundary, says Fisher, is set not because the probable errors of the
moments become infinite, but because "the ratio of the probable errors of the moments
to the probable error of the corresponding statistics is great and tends to in-
finity as the size of the sample is increased.'("On the Mathematical Foundations of
Theoretical Statistics," p. 347.)The optimum statistics are those of which the likeli-
hood is greatest.The concept of maximum likelihood is developed by Fisher in the
article named, and is exemphfied in Fisher's Statistical MethodsforResearchWorkers,
(Edinburgh, 1925).
2The standard error multiplied by 2.576 marks the limit beyond which a deviation
would fall as the result of chance less than 1 time out of 100.•MEASUREMENT OF PRICE INSTABILITY 329
Most of the distributions in both groups differ from the normal type
in respect to both skewness and kurtosis.The tendency toward greater
symmetry in the case of logarithmic distributions accounts for the larger
number in this group which deviate from the normal type in respect to
kurtosis alone. Only five of the total group of 100 distributions could be
considered normal, even within the generous sampling limits upon which
this classification rests.
Weighted andUnweightedDistributions
The effect of weighting upon the form of frequency distributions
of price relatives is revealed by the entries in the following table.
TABLE 112
COMPARISON 01" WEIOWrED AND UNWEIGHTED DISTRIBUTIONS OF PRIcE
RELATIVES
(Based upon prices during the period 1890-1926.)
Characteristic No.ofpairsof Result
distributions
compared
1.Mean value 136 Wtd. smaller 57 times
2.
3.
Thspersion
Skewness
136
95
Wtd. smaller 74 times
Wtd. smaller 57 times
4.
5.
Sign of skewness
Kurtosis
95
95
Wtd skewness negative 35 times
Unwtd. skewness negative 33 times
Wtd. closer to normal 68 times
6.Location in respect
typic division
to hetero-
95
No. of wtd. distributions hetero-
typic: 41
No. of unwtcl. distributions hetero-
7.
8.
Stability (measured
Curve type'
.
by K,) 95•
95
typic: 49
Wtd. more stable 61 times
Wtd. distributions
Typel10
Type IV 71
Type VI 14
Unwtd, distributions
Typel 9
Type IV 76
Type VI 10
iSix of the 14 weighted distributions classed in Type VI were of the sub-type VIj.Six of the 9
unweighted distributions in Type I were of the sub-type Ij, and 6 of the 10 of Type VI belonged in the sub-
group VIj.
Weighted and unweighted distributions of price relatives have been
compared in respect to mean value and dispersion in earlier sections.It
may be noted here that the effect of the introduction of weights based
upon values marketed in the period 1919-1923 was to increase the mean
value during the period 1891-1913, and to decrease the mean value during330 THEBEHAVIOROF PRICES
the years 1914-1926.There seems to have been no consistent difference
between weighted and unweighted measures in the matter of dispersion
prior to 1914.During the years of violent price change since 1914 the
dispersion of weighted distributions has been smaller in about three-
quarters of the eases compared.
The departures from symmetry were somewhat less pronounced for
weighted than for unweighted distributions, but this result is due entirely
to the situation since 1914. The weighted skewness was less in 34 out of
50 cases in this period.During the less disturbed period preceding, the
skewness of the weighted distributions was less in 23 out of 45 cases.
The skewness was negative in almost precisely the same proportion of
unweighted and weighted distributions.
The use of weights serves substantially to decrease the peakedness
of price distributions. The weighted distributions were closer to normal
in this respect during both the earlier and later years of the period
covered, the advantage being in favor of the weighted distributions in 68
out of 95 cases.
There is no material difference in the type of ideal distributions to
which the members of the two groups belong.In both cases over 70 per
cent of the distributions are of Type IV, with Type VI and Type I stand-
ing next in order of importance.
The available evidence indicates that combinations of weighted price
relatives yield more stable distributions than do combinations of un-
weighted relatives.Weighted distributions are more stable in 61 cases
out of 95, as judged by Kj(whichmeasures the distance from the Type
III line).When the criterion risemployed in the comparison, the fol-
lowing results are secured.
Range of positive Number of distributions for which the values of rfall
values of r withinthe stated irnuts
7.00,
6.00,
5.00,
4.00,
or
or
or
or
below
below
below
below
•
Unweighted
49 out of 95cases
40 out of 95cases
19 out of 95 cases
I out of 95 cases
41
30
17
S
Weighted
out of 95cases
out of 95 cases
out of 95 cases
out of 95 cases
The proportion of unweighted distributions which are heterotypic
(i. e. for which rispositive and equal to 7 or less) is greater than the
corresponding proportion of weighted distributions.On the other
hand, a larger number of weighted distributions fall in the last group
in the table, in which are tabulated the distributions forwhich the
fifth and all higher moments are infinite.
In the following table unweighted and weighted distributions are
compared in the matter of correspondence to the normal curve of error.
The distributions here classified relate to the period 1891-1926.MEASUREMENT OF PRICE INSTABILITY
skewness
alone
kurtosis
alone
tionsconformingto
normal type in respect
to skewness and kur-
tosis (within the sam-
pling limits indicated
in thetext)
331
95
95
190-
The most pronounced difference between the two sets of figures
presented is found in the column showing the number of distributions
to the normal type.Fourteen weighted andonly four un-
of weighted distributions are in this group.The proportionthe total
number of distributions which may be considered normal (within the
sampling limits defined above) is small in both cases, but it is relatively
much greater for the weighted measures.
Distributions of Fixed Base and Link Relatives
The final comparison involves distributions constructed from fixed
base and link relatives.The basic data appear in, the following table.
TABLE 113
COMFARISON OF DISTRIBUTIONS CONSTRUCTEDFROM FIXEDBASEAND LINK RELATIVES
OF CoMMoDITY PRICES,FORTHE PERIOD1914-1926
Characteristic No. of pairsof Result
distributions
compared
1.
2.
3.
Mean value
Dispersion
Skewness
128
48
(Comparison not significant)
Link smaller 128 times
Link smaller 26 times
4.Sign of skewness 52 Link skewness negative 18 times
Fixed base skewness negative 17
times
5.Kurtosis 48 Link closer to normal 31 times
6.Location in respectto hetero- Number of link distributions het—
typic division 52 erotypic: 27
Number of fixed base distributions
7.
8.
Stability (measured
Curve type'
by 'ci) 48
52
heterotypic: 27
Link more stable 28 times
LinkFixed
base
Typel 6 5
Type IV 35 40
Type VI 11 7
'One of the 6 link distributions classified as of Type I was of sub-type Ij; 4 of the 11 classed as of Type
VIbelonged to sub-groupVIj.
The S fixedbasedistributions of Type I all were of sub-type Ij;S ofthe 7 classed asofType VI
belonged tosub-groupVIj.
Form of
price
relatives
normal type in respect to
Number of distributions deviating from Number ofdistribu-
skewness
and kurto.sis
Total
Total
Tlnweighted
Weighted
2
4
17
13
72
64
4
14
6 30 136 18332 THE BEHAVIOR OF PRICES
It is to be expected, of course, that the dispersion of link relatives
should be smaller than that of fixed base relatives.There is no material
difference in the matter of skewness.It is apparent that the greater!
dispersion of fixed base relatives, as the base becomes further removed,
does not result in any appreciable change in the degree of skewness. Nor
is there an appreciable difference between the two types of distributions
in respect to the direction of skewness.
The link distributions are distinctly less peaked than the fixed base
distributions for the period from 1914 to 1926. In 32 out of 48 cases the
link distributions are more fiat-topped than the others, and in 31 of these
32 cases the link distributions are closer to the normal curve in this
respect.In interpreting these results it must be remembered that the
measure of peakedness refers always to a normal distribution having the
same standard deviation as the distribution in question.Since the dis-
persion of the link distributions is less, in all cases, these distributions
look more peaked when presented in graphic form.They are not so,
however, when the criterion of peakedness is a normal curve with the
same degree of dispersion.It is possible that a somewhat different pro-
portion would prevail if comparison of a number of pre-war distributions
were possible.The abnormally wide dispersion of fixed base relatives
between 1915 and 1918 is reflected in high values of the measure of
kurtosis.
In the matter of curve type there is no material difference between
link and fixed base distributions.In both cases Type IV predominates.
The criterion sci shows that the distributions composed of link rela-
tives are closer to Type III in 28 out of 48 cases.If we use the values of
rintesting stability, we secure the following results, based upon prices
during the period 1913-1926 (distributions for the years 1914-1926).
Range of positive
values of r
Number of distributions for which the values of rfall
within the stated limits
7.00, or below
6.00, or below
5.00, or below
4.00, or below
Link
27 out of 52 cases
22 out of 52 cases
13 out of 32 cases
1 out of 52 cases
Fixed base
27 out of 52 cases
23 out of 52 cases
12 out of 32 cases
4out of 32 cases
The number of link relative distributions falling in the heterotypic
area (i. e. having values of requalto or less than 7.00)is precisely
equal to the number of distributions of fixed base relatives in this class.
In certain other respects, however, the fixed base relativesare less
adequately described by the usual statistical measures(i.e.more
fixed base than link distributions fall beyond the boundary marking the
upper limit of the validity of the first and second moments). There is,
however, slight basis for a choice between them on the basis of this evi-
dence.
Finally, comparing these distributions in respect to conformity toMEASUREMENT OF PRICE INSTABILITY 333
the normal type,have the following figures.These relate to distri-
butions for the years 19 14-1926.
Form of
price
relatives
Number of distributions deviating from
normal type in respect to
Number of distribu-
tionsconformingto
normal type in respect
to skewness and kur-
tosis (within sampling
limits indicated in the
text)
Total
skewness
alone
kurtosis
alone
skewness
and kurtosis
Link
Fixed base
2
1
7
4
39
46
4
1
52
52
Total (includ-
eluding
duplicates) 3 11 85 5 104
Four of the five distributions which approximate the normal type
are composed of link relatives.The other figures confirm this evidence
in indicating a slightly less pronounced departure from the normal type
in the case of link relatives than is found for fixed base relatives.But
the deviation from the normal law is great for both groups of distributions.
Certain of the results of these comparisons may be summarized.
a.Arithmetic and logarithmic distributions
1.In respect to dispersion logarithmic distributions are
not subject to the extreme fluctuations characteristic
of natural distributions during periods of price dis-
turbance.
2.Logarithmic distributions are more symmetrical than
natural distributions.
3.The tendency toward peakedness is more pronounced
among arithmetic than among logarithmic distributions.
4.Taking all the evidence into account, the logarithmic
distributions appear to conform to the stable frequency
types (the Gaussian and Type III) somewhat more
closely than do the natural distributions.They ap-
pear, also, to be capable of somewhat. more efficient
location and description by the methods commonly em-
ployed than are the distributions of price relatives in
natural form.The departures from the stable types
are, however, very pronounced for both types of dis-
tributions.
b.Unweighted and weighted distributions
1.The dispersion of weighted distributions was generally334 THE BEHAVIOR OF PRICES
smaller during the extreme price disturbance of the war
and post-war years. During other periods no consistent
difference has been noted.
2.Weighted distributions appear to be more symmetrical
than unweighted during periods of price disturbance.
At other times no difference is apparent.
3.The use of weights decreases the abnormal peakedness
characteristic of distributions of price relatives.
4.Weighted price relatives, in combination, yield more
stable distributions than do unweighted relatives. Part
of the evidence on this point consists of the fact that
14 out of 95 weighted distributions conformed to the
normal type (within sampling limits), while only 4 of
95 unweighted distributions were of the Gaussian type.
c.Distributions of fixed base and link relatives
1.There is no significant difference between distributions
of fixed base and link relatives in respect to symmetry.
2.Link distributions, for the period 1914 to 1926, are
less peaked than are fixed base distributions (the
standard of comparison being, in each case, a normal
distribution having the same standard deviation as the
distribution in question).
3.There is little difference between link and fixed base
distributions in respect to stability of type.The de-
parture from the normal. type appears to be slightly
less pronounced for link relatives than for fixed base
relatives.
In concluding this section the general characteristics of fre-
quency distributions of price relatives may be noted.Classifying
these distributions by type, we have:
Type I 19
Type IV 147
Type VI 24
(Of the 19 distributions of Type I, 6 belonged to sub-groupand
12 of the 24 distributions of Type VI belonged to the sub-class
VIA).
One conclusion stands out clearly from a survey of these
results.Price relatives are not, in general, distributed in accor-
dance with the normal law of error.This conclusion holds whether
we deal with link or fixed base relatives, and whether these relativesMEASUREMENT OF PRICE INSTABILITY 335
be combined in natural or in logarithmic form.Of the entire 190
distributions which have been analyzed, all but 18 differ from the
normal type in respect to skewness, or kurtosis, or both, by amounts
which are not consistent with the hypothesis that the populations
sampled are distributed according to the normal law of error.(See
table on p. 331). The sampling errors for which allowance was made
in arriving at this figure were large, so that 18 must be looked upon
as a generous estimate of the number of distributions which might
be described by the normal curve.' The great majority of the dis-
tributions (136 out or 190) depart from the normal type in respect
to both skewness and kurtosis.Of the 36 cases in which one factor
alone is significantly non-Gaussian, 30 involve the factor of kurtosis,
and only 6 that of skewness.It would appear that the excessive
concentration of cases near the modal value is somewhat more im-
portant than the factor of skewness in causing distributions of price
relatives to depart from the normal type.2
The data employed in preparing the analyzed
above cover a long period of years and have been combined in a
variety of forms. They furnish fairly conclusive evidence coneern-
ing the form which frequency distributions of price relatives take.
It is clear that the conditions which give rise to the normal
bution are seldom realized in the system of prices, in so far as degree
of change in price between specific dates is concerned. The factors
affecting such changes in individual commodity prices are not in-
dependent and indefinitely great in number.(Or if they are un-
restricted in number, it would appear that a limited number are of
dominant importance.)Nor does each cause group affecting the
items in a given distribution contribute with equal frequency results
in excess and in defect of its mean contribution.
The majority of distributions of price relatives are of Type IV
of Pearson's classification.Almost one-quarter of the total number
'As was noted, this test relates specifically to the hypothesis that the populations
sampled are distributed according to the Gaussian law.It does not test whether, from
the actual populations, individual samples following the normal law might not be
secured.In the case of all distributions represented by points in the heterotypic area
there is Some possibility of securing individual samples following the normal law because
of the infinite probable error of
21n commenting upon the peakedness of distributions of price relatives, to which
attention was called by Wesley C. Mitchell, Frederick R. MacaWay has pointed out
that this tendency toward heavy concentration is a result of the characteristic inertia of
prices (American Economic ReviewMarch,1916, p. 205).This peakedness, which is
present in a significant degree in au but 24 of the 190 distributions studied, appears to
be a resultant of two factors—the inertia of some prices, of which Dr. Macaulay speaks,
and a relatively high degree of variability of certain other prices.The extreme changes
of the latter group give the distribution as a whole a degree of variability not consistent
(in terms of a normal distribution) with the stability of the former group.336 TilE BEHAVIOR OF PRICES
are of other types, however. Andofthose which are classed as
Type IV, many are represented by points in the heterotypic area.
Almost half of the total number of distributions (90 out of 190) are,
in fact, heterotypic.'It is certain that there is no one ideal frequency
type to which distributions of price relatives conform.
If we look upon price relatives, irrespective of the years to
which they relate, as a single population, they must be classed as of
an erratic and extremely unstable type. And if relatives for suc-
cessive years be regarded as constituting separate populations,
these popuations appear to differ so radically from each other that
they cannot be considered as belonging to a single homogeneous
family.This is not to say that comparison of measures relating to
different years may not be very significant.It is merely to say that
we do not have here a stable, homogeneous population, as such
populations are found in handling many types of statistical data
in biology, economics and other se entific fields.2
Although no pronounced change in frequency type is effected
by changing the form of price relatives (i. e., from natural to log-
arithmic) before combining them, by using weights, or by employing
link in preference to fixed base relatives, or vice versa, there is
evidence that something is gained in the way of statistical accuracy
by such modifications of method. There is some apparent improve-.
ment in stability of type and in the efficiency of the orthodox de-
scriptive measures when logarithms of price relatives are used, in
place of relatives in natural form, when weights are employed, and
when link relatives rather than fixed base relatives are
'If a distribution falls in the heterotypic area it means that the fourth moment has
an infinite probable error.Truman L. Kelley answers the question as to how a distri-
bution of price relatives could have an infinite feature by pointing out that certain
commodities for sale in 1917 were not purchasable at any price in 1918. The population
of 1918 price relatives, on the 1917 base, did, therefore, contain infinite ratios.The
infinite characteristic of the actual distribution studied as a sample is evidence of the
possibility of such infinite ratios Method, p. 146).
Kelley argues that the instability of distributions departing from the normal type
(or from Types III or V) is an instability inherent in the data, not a mere oddity of the
equations representing the various distribution types.
2Striking evidence of this is found in the extraordinarily high values ofand
which were secured from some of the price distributions. A number of these exceed the
highest values of these criteria previously observed.Pearson (Phil. Trans., Vol. 216-A,
p. 440) cites as the highest observed values ofandofwhich he has heard, those
given by Duncker (Biometrika, Vol. VIII, p. 238).These are
Armzahl, Asterina exigua (N=600) $pl .76, 13
Armzahl, Archa.ster (N=902) 76, .48
3These statements have to do only with the question of distribution type. Many
other considerations, some of which have been touched upon in earlier sections, bear
upon the choice of methods in particular cases.It will be observed that in followin
chronological changes in type in the succeeding section use has been made of unweighte
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§On the Form of Frequency Distributions of Price Relatives
There are many statements in the literature on index numbers con-
cerning the type of frequency distribution secured when price relatives
are combined.F. Y. Edgeworth, in his Memoranda on "Measurement
of Change in the Value of Money" (1887-1889) referred to the asym-
metrical character of many distributions of price relatives, in natural
form, and suggested that the Galton-Macalister curve (the equation to
which gives a normal distribution when the logarithms of x-values are
taken) might be used to represent such distributions.(See Papers
Relating to Political Economy, Vol. 1, p. 242.)Edgeworth states, how-
ever, that this asymmetry is not found in all distributions of price rela-
tives, and that price relatives in natural form would be expected to com-
bine in the form of a normal distribution "where the entries are average
prices based on a great number of items."
Wesley C. Mitchell made a detailed comparison of the actual dis-
tribution of 5578 link relatives (drawn from different years) and the
corresponding normal distribution.(The Making and Using of Index
Numbers, Bulletin 284, Wholesale Price Series, U. S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, pp. 18-19.) He finds, in the first place, the asymmetry noted
by Edgeworth, and suggests that the use of a logarithmic x-scale would
result in a more symmetrical distribution.Even more pronounced,
however, was the difference noted by Mitchell between the actual and
the normal distributions in respect to peakedness. The actual distribu-
tion was much more peaked than the normal. The results of the present
study indicate that this leptokurtic distribution is characteristic of price
relatives, an even more consistent characteristic than is the positive
skewness.
A. W. Flux has suggested the possibility of a study of the changing
shapes of distributions of price relatives, and has touched upon the
probable form of such distributions.Speaking of twelve-month link
relatives, he says "If the quotations are sufficiently independent, the
distribution of the 150 variations should, when the general price level is
stable, accord with the well-known law of error.If prices are rising the
curve showing the'scatter'of the different price movements should
take a skew form with its mode to the right of the mean, and if they are
falling the mode should be to the left of the mean." ("The Measurement
of Price Changes," Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Vol. 84, 1921,
p. 190.)The first condition, that the quotations should be sufficiently
independent, is one which would be difficult to ensure in practice.It is
possible that the distribution of a selected group of price relatives, picked
out on the basis of independence, might accord with the normal law
when the price level was stable.In such a selection of prices as is em-
ployed in the computation of most index numbers some degree of inter-
correlation is to be expected.(Professor Bowley's results have indicated
the degree of correlation, prevailing in a typical group.)For such a
group a close approach to the normal law appears to occur very rarely,
even wit'h a stable price level.
The discussion in the succeeding sections bears upon the further338 THE BEHAVIOR OF PRICES
suggestions of Mr. Flux concerning the character of the skewness to be
expected with rising and falling prices.There appear to be some excep-
tions to the relations he suggests, since all phases of rising (or of falling)
prices are not identical in respect to the nature of the changes in the
constituent items.
Lucien March, using the data referred to at an earlier point, tests
the conformity of distributions of relatives computed from French,
English and American prices to the normal law, He compares the
relative frequencies of the actual observations falling within stated
limits, measured from the mean, with corresponding frequencies for a
normal distribution.(For Professor March's results see Metron, Vol. I,
No. 4, 1921, pp. 82-3.) He concludes, "Quant a la distribution de ces
écarts suivant leur grandeur, on voit qu'elle se conforme d'une
manière relativement satisfaisante a la loi normale." No rigorous test
of the sigmficance of the observed differences is applied, presumably
because, for Professor March's purposes, a very rough agreement was
satisfactory.In the absence of a test more precise than that applied
this does not constitute evidence of conformity to the normal law.In
comparing the normal and actual frequencies, positive and negative de-
viations are lumped, and the comparison is solely in terms of the magni
tude of the deviations.Since Professor March has shown, in another
table, that his distributions are asymmetrical (the percentage of cases
above the mean varying from 32 to 58 in the six distributions he studied)
it is not valid, for general purposes, to test conformity to the normal law
in terms of the magnitude of the deviations alone.Professor March's
conclusion, it should be noted, is applied by him only to the magnitude
of the deviations.
Corrado Gini ("Quelques considerations au sujet de la construction
des nombres indices des prix et des questions analogues," Metron, Vol.
IV, No. I, 1924) reviews various pieces of evidence on this subject.
Though he recognizes the claims of various authorities that price varia-
tions follow the normal law, he contends that this conformity is not al-
ways found.The present investigation justifies the broader statement
that distributions of price relatives very seldom conform to the normal
law.1
3.CHRONOLOGICAL CHANGES IN THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF PRICE RELATIVES
In the preceding section various distributions of price relatives
have been compared in respect to those characteristics which define
'The book by Dr. Maurice Olivier (La Nombres Indices de hi Variation des Prix) to
which previous reference has been made contains the results of a comprehensive study
of the form of distributions of price relatives in France, between 1920 and 1924.The
data are relatives on the 1913 base, computed from the price series entering into the
French wholesale price index of the Federal Reserve Board.Dr. Olivier finds that the
distributions of these price relatives in natural form are far removed from the normal
type.Distributions of logarithms of these relatives are closer to the Gaussian form,
but remain distinctly more peaked than the normal curve (pp. 98-154).MEASUREMENT OF PRICE INSTABILITY
population type. From the charts which have been presented it is
clear that, for any given type of distribution, these characteristics
change materially from year to year.It remains to inquire as to
whether these changes possess significance, for the purposes of the
present investigation.
Frequency distributions of price relatives may change from
year to year in respect to any one, or all, of their characteristics.
The central tendency may changeand variations of this type
furnish the subject matter of the extensive literature on index num-
bers of prices.There may be changes in the degree of dispersion, a
topic which has been treated in some detail in a preceding section
of this volume.The characteristics with which we are now con-
cerned are those relating to population type. These characteristics
are defined by the specific measures of skewness and kurtosis and
Ly the several criteria of curve type which have already been dc-
3cribed.In the following pages we shall trace the year-to-year
changes in these characteristics for two distribution types.
§Changes in the characteristics of Frequency Distributions
of Unweighted Fixed Base Relatives
This discussion may be introduced by a brief statement concerning
the interpretation of several of the measures employed. The direction
and degree of skewness of a distribution of price relatives for a given
year is of considerable importance, particularly when considered in con-
nection with the nature of the change in the level of prices between two
dates.The skewness is negative, of course, when the tail of the distri-
bution extends to the left, when low relatives occur more frequently
than corresponding high ones. The mean, in such a case, is less than the
median in value.With positive skewness the tail extends to the right,
high relatives occur more frequently than corresponding low ones, and
the mean exceeds the median in value.This measure has significance,
for our present purpose, because of the light it throws on the nature of a
given change in the level of prices between given dates.
When the skewness is zero with rising prices it means that the ad-
vance has been a perfectly symmetrical one, that there has been an up-
ward movement of the bulk of commodities, and that high and low
price relatives representing a given deviation from. the mean occur with
the same frequency. Thus in 1908 the arithmetic average of unweighted
relatives of prices, on the 1902 base, was 106.8. The skewness was zero
(within sampling limits). We may take this to mean that the advance be-
tween 1902 and 1908 had been a perfectly balanced one. The dispersion
was considerable, but the distribution of the relatives about the central
was symmetrical. A balanced and symmetrical price decline
is measured in the same way. Thus in 1894 the arithmetic average of
unweighted relatives on the 1891 base was 85.7 and the skewness was zero.340 THE BEHAVIOR OF PRICES
Positive skewness with rising prices means an unbalanced advance,
in the sense that a few commodities have risen materially and that the
bulk of commodities have lagged behind.This was the situation, in
respect to fixed base relatives (1902 base), in 1907.Negative skewness
with rising prices means an unbalanced advance ofanother type,
with the bulk of commodities rising, but with a small number falling
materially, or lagging behind on the advance.Some will always lag,
of course, but the condition mentioned means that the number which
lag exceeds the number which lead by corresponding amounts in the
price advance.In 1910 such a situation prevailed among relatives on
the 1902 base.
Positive skewness with falling prices represents a condition in which
the bulk of commodities have moved downward, but a few have risen in
price (or have fallen less than the rest).In 1895 price relatives on the
1891 base made up a distribution having this characteristic.Negative
skewness develops with falling prices when a few commodities have fallen
materially, with no corresponding increases, and with the bulk of ar-
ticles not falling, or lagging behind the few on the decline.The 1893
distribution of relatives on the 1891 base portrays a condition of this
type.The
1
idelydifferent conditions which may accompany a price
rise (or a price fall) should be distinguished, if a clear understanding of
the price situation is to be obtain&l.
The measure of kurtosis indicates the shape of a given distributiOn
in another respect.If the concentration at the central tendency is
greater than in the corresponding normal distribution, with a smaller
concentration at the shoulders of the curve and a wider spread at the
tails, this measure is positive in value.If the central concentration is
less than in the corresponding normal distribution, the measure of kur-
tosis is negative. The measure is positive, in general, for distributions of
price relatives.
The story of the year-to-year changes in type of the distributions
of price relatives is not a simple one for, as has been suggested above,
we are dealing with a population which seems to contain inherent ele-
ments of instability.This population is subject to violent inteinal
changes which are reflected in radical alterations from year to year in
the form and character of the frequency distributions.Yet there is
some order in these fluctuations, and information of some value concern-
ing changes in the price system from year to year may be gleaned from
a study of these alterations in type.
It is desirable to follow in some detail the changes in distributions
composed of both fixed base and link relatives. The distributions which
have been analyzed for the entire period since 1890 represent combina-
tions of unweighted and weighted fixed base relatives, in natural form
and unweighted and weighted link relatives, in logarithmic form. Those
which will be discussed here are the unweighted fixed base distributions,
and the weighted link distributions.1
'The year-to-year changes in the criteria of curve type relating to the unweighted
natural distributions seem to be more consistent and more significant than the
in the corresponding weighted measures. Although measures computed from weighted
relatives would in general be preferred, certain of the annual changes in criteria of curvcMEASUREMENT OF PRICE INSTABILITY
FIGURE 43
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DiagramShowing the Location of Points Representing Distributions of
Unweighted Fixed Base Relatives in Natural Form,
1892-1926.'
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1919 29.6149 68.2365
Fixed base relatives have been computed for three different periods,
so that it is possible to study their behavior, in combination, under
type for this group appear to be more erratic than those of the unweighted relatives.
This is probably due in general to wide price fluctuations of one or two heavily weighted
articles.Extreme price increases would be given heavy weight, in any case, in arith-
metic distributions, and this tendency is intensified when widely varying weights are
employed and when the higher moments are involved in the calculations.The use of
logarithms gives less weight to high relatives, and permits advantage to be taken of
weights without introducing the erratic movements that may be present when natural
numbers are weighted. The differences between weighted and unweighted distributions
are not extreme, however.
The statement that the year-to-year changes in type of weighted natural distribu-
tions may be erratic does not mean that they may be extreme (in comparison with un-
weighted distributions). They appear at times to be accidental, inconsistent with pre-
vious movements, and are apparently the reflection of extreme movements in the prices
of a few commodities. For this reason they may not have greateconomicsignificance
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markedly different conditions.The first part of the first period, 189 1-
1896, was marked by falling prices and generally depressed industrial
conditions.This was followed by recovery and a pronounced price rise
during the later years.The second period, 1902-1913, was character-
by a sustained rise in the price level, broken by two short periods of
price decline.The third period, 1913-1926, covers the price revolution
of the war and post-war years.
The changes in the character of distributions of unweighted fixed
base relatives may be followed on Figure 43, which shows the location
by years, of the points defined by the values ofand f32.Since the
changes are difficult to follow on these charts, the ml or-
mation which they yield is presented, in a slightly different form, in
Figures 44 to 46.Departures from the normal type due to the lack of
symmetry' of the successive distributions are shown in Figure 44.The
movements of the measure of skewness above and below the zero line
trace the year-to-year fluctuations of the points plotted in Figure 43 as
they swing to the right and left of the axis of symmetry. The next chart
(Figure 45) traces variations in the degree of peakedness2 of the dis-
FIGURE 44
MEASURES OF SKEWNESS OF DISTRIBUTIONS OF UNWEIGHTED
FIXED BASE RELATIVES IN NATURAL FORM, 1892-1926.
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tributions of fixed base relatives in natural form.These two figures (44
and 45) thus reflect deviations from the normal type in the two basic
respects in which distributions may vary from the Gaussian form. The
criterionwhich measures degre.e of departure from Type III,is
plotted in Figure 46.Type III, it will be recalled, includes those stable
frequency distributions for which all positive moments are finite.In
tracing the fluctuations from year to year of the several measures just
discussed, concurrent changes in the central tendency and in the dis-
persion may be noted.These measures are given in Appendix Table XIX.
Following in Figure 43 the movements of the Beta points repre-
senting the various annual distributions, and tracing the year-to-year
changes in skewness and kurtosis, we have a story of recurrent swings
away from and back to a balanced condition of symmetry and stability.
FIGURE 45
MEASURES OF KtTRTOSIS OF DISTRIBUTIONS OF UNWEIGHTED FIXED
BASE RELATIVES IN NATURAL FORM, 1892-1926.
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The observations for the first period begin with the distribution for
1892. From 1891 to 1892 there had been a balanced decline in average
prices.Although there was no material change in the price level between
1892 and 1893 there was a relatively severe internal disturbance.The
distribution in 1893 of 1891 base relatives is sharply skewed in a negative
direction, and the Beta point is pulled far away from the Gaussian
point.It will be recalled that 1893 was a year of panic and depression.
FIGURE 46
VALUES OF
FIXED
THE CRITERION FORDISTRIBUTIONS OF UNWEIGHTED
BASE RELATIVES IN NATURAL FORM, 1892-1926.
Between 1893 and 1894 there was a material price decline, but it was
one which brought a return to symmetry in the formof the frequency
distribution and a close approach to stability.The distribution of fixed
base relatives in 1894 is, within the limits of random sampling, of the
Gaussian type. By 1894, it appears, the effects of the sharp disruptions
of 1893 had been repaired.In 1895 there came another violent distur-
bance, but this time the skewness is positive.The Beta point in Figure
43 is carried far to the right of the axis of symmetry and into the hetero-
typic area.(1895 was a year of sharp price and a sharper fall.The
net change in the price level, as compared with 1894, was negligible,
the char.aetèristics •of the distribution underwent a great
change.)Symmetry and balance were restored in 1896 and 1897, the
years which marked the lowest point of the price dropof the 1890's. The
distribution for 1897 is one of the few definitely Gaussian distributions
found. The general price advance which began after that date brought
five successive distributions, (for the years 1898 to 1902) which are
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clustered in a small area slightly to the right of the axis of symmetry.
All are somewhat skewed in a positive direction, but there are no extreme
irregularities in these distributions.The year 1900, during which a
minor recession set in, is closest to the axis of symmetry.
The second period, which covers the years 1902-1913 (the relatives
being on the 1902 base), *itnesses a similar series of swings away from
the axis of symmetry, the swings culminating in 1906-07 and in 1911-12.
The period starts with a negatively skewed distribution in 1903.For
the four years following the skewness is positive, reaching its maximum
in 1906.The changes in respect to symmetry were accompanied by in-
creases in the degree of peakedness of the distributions, and by a con-
stantly greater departure from the Gaussian point.That is, during this
four year period there was an unbalanced upward movement of prices,
with a few extreme advances extending the tails of the distributions to
the right.1The distributions of 1906 and 1907 are clearly heterotypic.
With the depression of 1908 came a swing back to symmetry. There is
a distribution of slight negative skewness for 1909, and 1910 is more
sharply skewed in the same direction.Following that there was another
sustained swing to the right, with a succession of asymmetrical distribu-
tioiIs, deep in the heterotypic area.Not until 1913 was there another
movement in the direction of symmetry, and this did not carry all the
way. back.In these years (1911, 1912, 1913) the bulk of the commod-
ities lagged behind the few in the advances that had been made since the
base year (1902).
During the third period (1913-1926, 1913 being the base) there was
a single major swing away from and back to the axis of symmetry. The
distributions of fixed base relatives are positively skewed in all years.
This means that for this entire period there is a preponderance of fre-
quencies above the central tendency (in the sense that extremely high
relatives occur more frequently than corresponding low ones).The
degree of asymmetry varies materially, however, for different years,
and the degree of departure from the Gaussian point varies even more
widely.The swing away from symmetry and stability began in 1914,
reaching a maximum in 1916.The chief characteristic of the distribu-
tions for 1915 and 1916 is the extreme elongation of the tails extending
• to the right, which means that the bulk of commodities lagged far behind
on the rise.During the years 1917, 1918, and 1919 a tendency to correct
this lack of proportion is in evidence.The bulk of the commodities
moved up, and the most extreme departures were :reduced in magnitude.
The distributions remain skewed and unbalanced, however, to a degree
never approached during the other years of the period covered.
The changes in the character of distributions of price relatives which
occurred between 1916 and 1923 are of exceptional interest, and for this
1A distribution may depart widely from the Gaussian type because of the influence
of one or two extreme price changes.This is notably true of the distribution relating to
the year 1915.One should be cautious in basing conclusions upon changes in type die
to the influence of a small minority of the observations, but it is a fact of great sigm-
ficance that price distributions are materially affected by a few divergent observations,
and that such divergencies may occur among apparently homogeneous data.346 THE BEHAVIOR OF PRICES
FIGURE 47
THE MOVEMENT TOWARD PRICE EQUILIBRIUM, 1916-1923.
Diagram Showing the Location of
Unweighted Fixed Base
Points Representing
Relatives in Natural
Distributions of
Form'.
The insert in thelowerleft hand corner, which is an enlargement of that portion of the main diagram
in the neighborhood of the Gaussian point, shows the changes between 1920 and 1923.
iBase of relatives: 1913.
reason the points representing these distributions are shown in Figure
47, on scales which permit the whole movement to be followed.By
1916, as has been noted, the swing away from the axis of symmetry had
attained its peak.During the seven years between 1916 and 1923 there
was an unbroken movement back toward the normal type of distribution.
In 1917 and 1918 this movement was not pronounced; 1919 brought an
acceleration of this return, though the distribution for that year is still
sharply skewed in a positive direction.The year 1920 marks an equally
pronounced regression toward the normal type. The points representing
the distributions for 1920, 1921, 1922 and 1923 appear in the insert in
Figure 47, in which the scales have been enlarged.These four points lie
practically on a radial line from the Gaussian point, and come progres-
sively closer to it.A normal curve could be employed to describe the
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distribution for 1923.(The distribution in 1923 of weighted relatives
on the 1913 base gives an almost perfect Gaussian distribution.) The
dispersion is wide, as may be seen by reference to the frequency
tion itself (Figure 21), but it gives evidence of being the resultant of a
balanced play of forces.The distribution for 1922 is very close in type
to the 1923 distribution. By 1922, we may say, the distortion and the
disturbed conditions which the price revolution of the war and imme-
diate post-war years had brought had been in large part corrected. The
various forces which were acting upon the 1913 base relatives had by
that year become so numerous and so well-balanced that their inter
action was able to bring about that distribution to which the
name of Gauss has been attached.
It is a curious and dramatic thing, this march of the successive Beta
points back to the Gaussian point, as the conditions of balance and in-
dependence and multiplicity of causal factors which are characteristic
of the normal law, and which had been so markedly absent during the
war years, were gradually re-attained in the price system.It exemplifies
in striking fashion the emergence out of chaos of that form of order
which the play of sheer chance brings.Here is nature forming habits.
The years 1924 to 1926 brought a minor swing away from the axis
of symmetry in the direction of positive skewness.The points repre-
senting distributions for these years are within or close to the little circle
within which lie the points for the five years of slowly rising prices and
of comparative quiet between 1898 and 1902.The later distributions
are of the same basic type as these earlier ones.
The conclusions concerning this tendency of distributions of fixed
base relatives to recover from the disturbances attendant upon extreme
price changes have been checked by a study of distributions of Un-
weighted relatives on the 1891 base (in natural form) carried forward
through 1926.The number of commodities included was 195 for the
entire period (except for 1918 and 1925, in which prices for only 194 were
available, and 1926, for which 193 were included).The descriptive
measures are given in Appendix Table
During the decade prior to the war the distributions of relatives on
the 1891 base differ in the details of their movements from the distribu-
tions of relatives on the 1902 base.The positive skewness is somewhat
more pronounced, and the recession of 1908 does not bring the return
to symmetry which it did for the distributions on the later base.Not
until 1909 did the points representing distributions on the 1891 base
swing back toward the axis of symmetry. During the war and post-war
years, however, we find the distributions of 1891 base relatives following
much the same course as the distributions on the 1913 base, although
the disturbances of the war years had less marked effects on the relatives
resting on the distant base. The price changes of 1915 to 1918 brought
the same series of positively skewed distributions, and the years 1920 to
'The fact that the number of observations upon which these distributions are based
is smaller for the period since 1913 than the number included, in the distributions on the
1913 base renders the criteria of curve type somewhat less reliable, i. e. subject to greater
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1923 witnessed the same pronounced movement back toward symmetry
and stability.In this case the movement did not carry as far back to-
ward the normal type.It is noteworthy, however, that the distributions
for 1921, 1922, 1923 and 1924 are, within the limits of sampling, of Type
III.This type may be considered to stand next to the Gaussian in re-
spect to stability.It is the form of distribution which arises when, in
Pearson's terms, "each cause group is of equal valency and independent,
but does not give contributions in excess and defect (of the mean) of
equal frequency."It appears from this evidence that the factors which
from 1921 to 1924 shaped the distribution of relatives on the 1891 base
were numerous (or, if limited in number, were of equal importance) and
independent. The conditions affecting these distributions differed from
those which bring about a normal distribution in that the contributions
of individual factors above and below their mean contribution did not
tend to be of equal frequency. One important result of the price changes
during the thirty years which had elapsed since the base year was the
excess of contributions above the mean, giving the positive skewness
which has been noted.But, in spite of this, the elements of instability
(represented by infinite positive moments) which appear in most dis-
tributions of price relatives are not present in these four distributions.
(Type III distributions, to which these approximate, are characterized
by finite positive moments of all degree.)It may be hazarded that this
curious re-appearance of stability of type after thirty years, during which
violent price disturbances took place, is due to an increase in the number
• of factors affecting the prices of the commodities studied, a corresponding
decline in the importance of a limited number of factors which may at
times have exerted a preponderant influence, and a decline in the strength
of the varied intercorrelations between factors.The mere passage of
time might be expected to bring about just such changes as these, and
the evidence furnished by the various fixed base distributions which
have been analyzed indicates that such a tendency is clearly present.
But it is not a permanent condition of stability which is thus brought
about.Just as the distributions of relatives on the 1913 base swing
away from the normal type after 1923, so the distributions of 1891 base
relatives depart from the type which had prevailed during the four
years from 1921 to 1924. The business and price developments of 1925
and 1926 introduced new factors, and distribution types deviating widely
from the Gaussian and from Type III again appeared.But, if the
history of past changes is repeated, time will bring further corrections,
disruptive elements will be eliminated, or balanced, and there will be a
new movement in the!direction of the stable frequency types.
§ Changesinthe Characteristics of Frequency Distributions
of Weighted Link Relatives
Figure 48, shows the changes in the location of the points repre-
senting distributions of weighted logarithms of link relatives of whole-
sale prices, as these points are defined by successive values of th andMEASUREMENT OF PRICE INSTABILITY 349
Changes in skewness, kurtosis and stability (as measured by Ki) may be
followed on Figures 49 to 51.
FIGURE 48
THE POPULATION OF PRICES.
Diagram Showing the Location of Points Representing Distributions of
Weighted Link Relatives in Logarithmic Form,
1891-1926'.
IThe point representing the distribution for 1915 falls beyond the limits of the chart. The values of
the criteria are:
fti=3.7787
fi220.2149
Variations from year to year in the characteristics of distributions
of link relatives are, as might be expected, somewhat more pronounced
than the variations in the form of distributions of fixed base relatives.
Nevertheless, a series of cycJical swings away from and back to the axis
of symmetry is discernible in these fluctuations.These swings may be
followed most readily in the varying values of the measure of skewness
(Figure 49).Tracing these values, for distributions of weighted loga-
rithms of link relatives, we find a series of peaks in the direction of
positive skewness in the years 1893-95, 1899-1900, 1905-06, 1909, 1912,
1915-16, 1922, and 1925. The valleys (i. e. conditions of negative skew-
ness) come in the years 1891, 1896, 1897, 1903-04, 1908, 1911, 1914, 1918,
1921 and 1926.The years of approximate symmetry are 1898, 1902,
1907, 1910, 1913, 1917, 1920, 1923, 1924.
If we start with the depression of 1896 there is observable a fairly
consistent relationship between the direction and degree of skewness on
the one hand and the changes in business activity on the other.The
years of pronounced positive skewness are, in general, the years when the
tide of business was running steadily in the direction of prosperity, with
no material movement in the other direction.This is true of the years
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1899, 1905 and 1906, 1909, 1912, 1915-16, 1922 and 1925.(The present
evidence places 1900 in this group, although the annals of business show
a mild recession in this year.)These are the years when the Beta points
were pulled farthest to the right, away from the axis of symmetry'.
FIGURE 49
MEASURES OF SKEWNESS OF DISTRIBUTIONS OF WEIGHTED
LOGARITHMS OF LINK RELATIVES, 189 1-1926.
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Distributionswhich are sharply skewed in a negative direction (i.e.
with tails extending to the left) are found, in general, in years in which
the tide of business activity was receding, or at its lowest point preceding
revival.Such conditions prevailed in 1896 and 1897, in 1908, 1911,
1914 and 1921, years in which the Beta points representing weighted
logarithms of link relatives in Figure 48 are pulled to the left of th& axis
of symmetry.In 1903, 1904 and 1918 distributions of the same type
are found, and there is evidence in the records of business of similar ten-
dencies in these years, although the tendencies were not pronounced.
The negatively skewed distribution for 1926 reflects the general decline in
prices during that year, a decline which was exceptional h± that it was not
coincident with any widespread recession in business.
When there are cross-currents in the business world or, more ex-
actly, when the direction of movement changes in the course of the
year, symmetrical distributions are secured.This is true of the distri-
butions for 1902 (price index turned downward after October), 1907
'Positive skewness means, in any case, that deviations above the central tendency
exceed in number corresponding deviations below. When the distributions are logarhh-
mic, the word "corresponding" is to be interpreted in terms of ratios (i. e. a deviation
of 20 per cent below a given value is equivalent to a deviation of 25 per cent above). A
given degree of positive skewness on the logarithmic scale represents, thus, a greatet
degree of skewness on the natural scale.
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(price index turned downward after October), 1910 (price indexturned
downward after April), 1913 (price index turned downward after Sep-
tember), 1920 (price index turned downward after May), 1923 (price
index turned downward after April), and 1924 (price index turned up-
ward after June).All of these years except the last, it may be noted, are
years during which prices turned downward. It is apparent that a down-
turn within a calendar year tends to produce that condition of balance
among price relatives which is lacking when the tide of price change is
running steadily up or down.'
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FIGURE 50
MEASURES OF KuRTosIs OF DISTRIBUTIONS OF WEIGHTED
LOGARITHMS OF LINK RELATIVES, 189 1-1926.
The dates mentioned above include all but two of those during which
symmetrical distributions were obtained.The exceptions are 1898 and
1917. In each of these years the general price index was rising, but there
were conflicting forces at work.In 1898 the effects of the preceding de-
pression were still felt, and full-fledged prosperity had not yet arrived.
Iii1917the flood of war-time advances was checked by federal price
regulation, a factor which served, apparently, to produce the balance
which ordinarily results from a turn in prices during the year.
In this discussion the years prior to 1896 have been omitted. The
distributions of weighted logarithms of link relatives were negatively
skewed in 1891 and 1892, and positively skewed in 1893, 1894 and 1895.
Changes in distribution type during this disturbed five year period are
not consistent with those noted for the later years, nor is there agree-
1The slight decline toward the end of 1925 wasnotsufficient to offset the pronounced
positive skewness of the distribution of that year.
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ment between the changes in form of weighted and unweighted dis-
tributions'
FIGURE 51
Sc&e
VALUES OF THE CRITERION K, FOR DISTRIBUTIONS OF WEIGHTED
LOGARITHMS OF LINK RELATIVES, 1891-1926.
1930
'The preceding analysis has been restricted to distributions based upon average
annual prices.It would be possible to obtain a more accurate account of the changes
which frequency distributions of price relatives undergo if we used monthly instead of
annual pnces, but the labor involved is prohibitive.Monthly price relatives of any of
three different types—fixed base relatives, link relatives on the month preceding as
base, or link relatives on the twelfth month preceding as base—might be employed in
such a study.Distributions of fixed base relatives, it maybe expected, wouldhave
somewhat the same characteristics as distributions of annual averages, expressed as
relatives on a fixed base, but changes in distribution type could be followed with more
accuracy.Distributions of month-to-month link relatives would undoubtedly be very
peaked (1. e. marked by heavy concentration at the central tendency), somewhat erratic
in their changes and it may be hazarded, would not be of great value in interpreting
economic changes.histributions of link relatives on the twelfth month preceding as
base might well prove to be quite significant, if their changes were analyzed in detail.
(The utility of measures of changes in the price level, in dispersion and in displacement
computed on this basis has been suggested in preceding sections.5Such distributions
would doubtless resemble distributions of annual link relatives in their general charac-
teristics, but should be more sensitive and more accurate indexes of economic change.
Some indication of the form which such distributions would take is furnished by
the following figures, relating to distributions of monthly link relatives and twelve-
month link relatives. Each of these distributions is composed of unweighted logarithms
of relative prices.
Distribution of NMean
Index
ofdig-
persion
$2
Skew-
ness
Kur-
tosis
Monthlylink relatives (Dec. 1924, on
Nov.1924,asbase)
Twelve-monthlink relatives (Dec.
1924, on Dec. 1923, asbase)
388
389
102.4
103.7
3.5
13.2
1.3451
.4554
10.7808
3.9329
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The story of the chronological changes in the form of distribu-
tions of price relatives has been confined to two particular types of
distributions (unweighted fixed base relatives in natural form, and
weighted logarithms of link relatives).The following summary
contains the chief conclusions to which a study of these changes
leads.
1.Year-to-year changes in the form of distributions of fixed base
relatives trace a series of swings away from and back to the
axis of symmetry.Sharp rises and declines in prices, such as
those which occurred in 1893, 1895, 1916 and 1917, distort these
distributions and carry them far from the Gaussian type.
These deviations may be in the direction of positive or negative
skewness. With very rare exceptions they bring distributions
more peaked than the normal.Swings away from the axis of
symmetry are followed, in the history of price changes since
1890, by clear movements back toward a stable, symmetrical
type of distribution, approaching in several instances the Gaus-
sian type.Such returns to the normal (or to a symmetrical)
type may come with falling prices, as in 1894 or 1897, or with
rising prices, as in 1923 (i. e. falling or rising with reference to
the base period).They appear to come when approximate
stability has been attained, after a period of disturbance. The
tendency of fixed base relatives to cluster in this relatively
stable form after periods of violent change, during which ex-
tremely skewed and unstable distributions were formed, throws
light on the nature of the forces affecting the system of prices,
and on the character of their interaction. There is evidence here
that after periods of disturbance in the price system there is a
tendency toward a gradual restoration of the conditions of in-
dependence and multiplicity of causalfactorswhichare
necessary to the fulfillment of the normal law, or of the law which
is realized in distributions of Type III.The stable types do
not persist, year after year, but tend to recur after unstable
types have been generated in times of disturbance.
The clearly defined regression to the normal type between
1916 and 1923 (shown graphically in Figure 47) furnishes a
striking illustration of the re-attainment of equilibrium in the
price system after a violent disturbance.
2.Somewhat similar swings about the axis of symmetry are observ-
able in the year-to-year changes in the distributions of link
relatives in logarithmic form, but a rather different inter-354 TilE BEHAVIOR OF PRICES
pretation of these movements is called for.In general, depar-
tures from symmetry in the direction of positive skewness are
found in years during which business activity is steadily in-S
creasing, with few conflicting movements. Swings to the left of
the axis of symmetry come in years of recession or of depression,
years during which the forces of business reaction are in the
ascendant.Symmetrical distributions appear to be character-
istic of years during which there are reversals of business and
price trends.
3.Distributions of the normal type are somewhat exceptional, but
approximations to such distributions are found under conditions
which may be defined with some degree of precision.These
conditions are not the same for fixed base and for link relatives.
Distributions of fixed base relatives in natural form appear to
approach the normal type periodically, these periodic returns
following intervals of sharp disturbance. The forces which tend
to form symmetrical distributions, which at times are of the
Gaussian type, re-assert themselves after such disturbances.
Among link relatives in logarithmic form that state of balance
which leads to symmetrical distributions (and, in perfection, to
the Gaussian distribution)is not the typical condition, but
seems to arise during years marked by conflicting tendencies.
When this balance between opposing forces is attained it is as a
transitory condition, appearing to mark a passage from one
type of distribution to another.The periodic recurrence of
those distribution types which appear under conditions of equili-
brium is of particular interest as illustrating a form of moving
economic equilibrium.'
4. A distinguishing feature of distributions of price relatives
that they do not conform to any one type, but undergo marked
changes with variations in price and business conditions. Most
distributions of homogeneous data from biological, anthropologi-
calor other scientific fields, tend to conform to a common
type, without sharp variations from sample to sample.Dis-
tributions of price relatives may be of the stable Gaussian type at
one time; they may, at another date, be sharply peaked and
badly skewed in a positive direction, lying deep in the hetero-
1This equilibrium, which relates only to commodity prices andtorelative
in these prices, is not, of course, to be confused with the type of moving equilibriurr
dealt with by Professor Henry L. Moore, in his recent notable extension of the genera
theory of economic equilibrium ("A Theory of Economic Oscillations," Quarterly Journa
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typic area.Under other conditions we may find them equally
distorted in the direction of negative skewness.The liability
of such data to material changes from year to year in their
group attributes is a fact of considerable economic importance.
Since frequency distributions of price relatives are subject
to marked changes in type, the problem of sampling is a par-
ticularly difficult one.During years in which the universe of
price relatives is distributed in accordance with the normal
law, or years in which their distribution follows any fairly
stable frequency type, successive samples may be expected to
possess common group attributes, and to yieldstatistical
constants differing but slightly in value from sample to sample.
In other years, when the sample distributions fall within the
heterotypic area, the evidence suggests that the universe of
price relatives is highly unstable.In such cases there can be
no assurance that successive samples would possess common
group attributes, or that statistical constants derived from the
higher moments would approach each other closely in value,
when computed from different samples.'
VU Relations Among Measures of Price Instability
The various quantities described in the preceding pages have
been presented as measures of different kinds of price instability.
It remains to determine whether there are any consistent relation-
ships among these measures. Some attention has been given in an
earlier section to one phase of this question, the relation between
changes in the price level and variations in the degree of dispersion
of price relatives.Our present problem is the broader one of
measuring relationships among all the measures relating to price
stability, whether it be stability of the price level, stability of in-
ternal relations, or stability of distributions of price relatives in
3ombination.
In the following tables certain of the results previously dis-
cussed are summarized, with additional measures relating to other
statistical constants commonly employed in studying price movements (the
nean and the standard deviation) involve only the first and second moments. These
irestableover a wider range than are the higher moments from which the criteria of
mrve type are derived, and are not Bubject to the same wide sampling fluctuations.
cote should be made, however, of the limited validity of the first two moments for dis-
nbutions of the J-type which have been found to occur occasionally among price re-
atives.(Cf. R. A. Fisher "On the Mathematical Foundation of Theoretical Statistics,"
Phil. Trane. of the Royal Society of London, Vol. 222, pp. 338-355.)